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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A camp stove and light with the combustible material 
normally used to cook on the stove serving to render an 
attached mantle incandescent to provide illumination. 
The normally provided burner structure of the stove is 
removed and the mantle assembly placed in position for 
receiving the combustible mixture. The mantle includes a 
hollow spherical member having a plurality of small holes 
or pores therein for passage of the combustible mixture. 

The present invention generally relates to a combina 
tion camp stove and light which involves the provision of 
a ceramic mantle that will replace the burner on a camp 
stove so that the camp stove can be converted to a light. 
An object of the present invention is to provide a camp 

stove and light combination in which the stove may be 
converted to a light by removing the normal burner ele 
ment provided therefor and placing an adapter thereon 
which supports a ceramic mantle which will become in 
candescent thus affording a camp light. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a combination camp stove and light having a ceramic 
mantle which enables a compact unit to be transported 
that will not only provide a camp stove but also provide 
a light which may be required for various purposes around 
a camp. 

A further object of the present invention is to provide 
a structure by which a camp stove may be quickly and 
easily converted to a camp light and then reconverted 
quickly and easily back to a camp stove. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

a combined camp stove and camp light which will result 
in a substantial reduction in weight and mass of camping 
equipment such as used by hunters, hikers, military per 
sonnel and the like. 

Still another important object of the present invention 
is to provide a combination camp stove and camp light 
having a ceramic mantle which is of rugged construction 
as compared to the fragile mantles of silk or the like 
which are currently being used thereby providing for a 
long life and dependability of the ceramic mantle. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a combination camp stove and camp light having a 
ceramic mantle which may be easily converted between 
a stove and light arrangement and which will add very 
little to the over-all weight or size of the existent camp 
stove and which is relatively simple in construction, easy 
to use, efficient in operation, durable and relatively inex 
pensive to manufacture. 

These together with other objects and advantages which 
will become subsequently apparent reside in the details of 
construction and operation as more fully hereinafter de 
scribed and claimed, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawings forming a part hereof, wherein like 
numerals refer to like parts throughout, and in which: 
FIGURE 1 illustrates schematically a camp stove with 

the adapter and ceramic burner incorporated therein; 
FIGURE 2 is a detailed sectional view of the camp 

stove converted to a light employing the ceramic mantle 
of this invention; 
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FIGURE 3 is a view similar to FIGURE 1 but with the 
camp stove in its normal condition; and 
FiGURE 4 is a view similar to FIGURE 2 but with the 

camp stove burner in place. 
Referring now speci?cally to the drawings, the numeral 

10 generally designates a camp stove which for purposes 
of this invention is conventional in nature and includes 
the usual fuel supply 12, fuel supply line 14, control valve 
16 and a cabinet 18 or the like having a top surface 20 
with a depressed central portion 22 for receiving the 
basic burner unit 24 which has the fuel inlet line 14 com 
municated with the bottom thereof. This portion of the 
‘basic burner is conventional and forms no part of the 
present invention. Normally, the burner unit 24 includes 
a burner head 26 attached thereto and provided with- a 
plurality of apertures 28 through which the combustible 
mixture passes and is ignited at the top thereof for heating 
a pan or the like placed on the stove. The burner head 28 
is provided with 21 depending ?ange 30 that is in screw 
threaded engagement with external threads 32 on the up 
per end of the basic burner unit 24. 
The present invention involves the provision of an 

adapter plate 34 which replaces the burner head 26 and is 
screw threaded thereto in the same manner ‘by the thread 
ed connection 32. The center of the adapter 34 is pro 
vided with a tubular sleeve 36 receiving the tubular stem 
38 of a ceramic mantle generally designated by the nu 
meral 40 and which includes a generally spherical ceramic 
element 42 having a plurality of small apertures 44 ex 
tending from the external surface to the internal surface 
thereof. Also, the upper portion of the stem 38 is also 
provided with a plurality of small apertures 46 therein 
so that the fuel or fuel and air mixture will proceed 
through the apertures 44 at a relatively slow velocity so 
that the fuel and air mixture will burn on the external 
surface of the spherical mantle 40 thus raising the tem~ 
perature of the ceramic mantle to a level where the ce 
ramic mantle will become incandescent. 

For protecting the mantle, a Pyrex glass element may 
surround the same with the Pyrex being of the type which 
will not materially interfere with flow of light transmit 
ting rays from the mantle. 
The mantle construction may vary but it has been found 

that a mantle having the following characteristics is suc 
cessful: 

Internal diameter of spherical element, 1 inch. 
External diameter of spherical element, 1.05 inches. 
Diameter of holes, .035 inch. 
Density of holes, 225 per square inch of surface area. 
The holes 46 in the tubular stem are for the purpose of 

admitting combustion supporting air to support the com 
bustion of the gases on the surface of the ceramic spheri 
cal element. 

While a ceramic element has :been disclosed, it is pointed 
out that a permanent mantle of metal coated with a lu 
minescent material by employing a suitable adhesive 
either with or without a ceramic component is contem 
plated and is within the purview of the present invention. 
In fact, the luminescent material may also ‘be incorpo 
rated into the body of the ceramic or used as a coating. 

Basically, the mantle operates in the same manner as 
a silk mantle in that it is heated quite hot and the lu 
minescent material incorporated into the ceramic glows 
or becomes incandescent when heated. The whole ar 
rangement is such that the gases will be permitted to 
escape to the exterior surface of the mantle for burning. 
Further, in lieu of the holes as outlined, a mantle may 
be produced by the use of a porous clay or other material 
which permits the free ?ow of gas through the mantle. 
Such a porous characteristic may be produced by the ad 
dition of certain materials to the ceramic material prior to 
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the ?ring of the ceramic materials with such materials 
then being burned out in the ?ring process thus leaving 
small openings through which the gas flows freely through 
the mantle. 
The convertible unit of the present invention employs 

the use of a relatively permanent mantle which basically 
is the result of the incorporation of a luminescent mate 
rial or ‘materials into a suitable ceramicmaterial to pro 
duce a high degree of luminescence and relative perma 
nency. This device would attain e?’iciency comparable to 
present day mantles and this mantle permits the produc 
tion of a larger mantle than those presently constructed 
of silk or other ?ber material. Consequently, greater bril 
liancy of light is attainable due to the larger luminescing 
surface area. , 

The apertures 46 and the entire stem 38 may be con 
sidered a generator in that the heat from the spherical 
element will be conducted to the gases and the additional 
air incorporated into the combustible mixture will pro 
vide a more efficient combustion of the combustible mix 
ture. 

In actually constructing the mantle, a suitable lumi 
nescent material such as thorium nitrate or cerium ni 
trate may be added to conventional ceramic material when 
in its powder form and such materials are added in what 
ever proportions are necessary to produce the highest de 
gree of luminescence obtainable. This resultant material 
is then handled in the usual manner for the production 
of the desired form. 
As illustrated in the drawings, the camp stove which is 

normally employed when camping may be easily con 
verted into a camp light by unscrewing the burner head 
and replacing it with an adapter and ceramic ‘mantle. The 
ceramic mantle will be relatively light in Weight and re 
quires very little area for storage thus enabling a person 
using the camp stove to have not only a stove ‘but a camp 
light readily available with very little increase in the 
weight or mass of the items which must be conveyed to 
the campsite. 
The foregoing is considered as illustrative only of the 

principles of the invention. Further, since numerous modi 
?cations and changes will readily occur to those skilled in 
the art, it is not desired to limit the invention to the exact 
construction and operation shown and described, and ac 
cordingly all suitable modi?cations and equivalents may 
be resorted to, falling within the scope of the invention as 
claimed. 
What is claimed as new is as follows: 
1. A device for converting a camp stove to a camp light 
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comprising an adapter plate adapted to be mounted on a 
burner unit in lieu of the burner head, a tubular stem at 
tached to the adapter plate, and a generally spherical 
porous mantle on the end of the stem and being rigid 
therewith with the mantle having a plurality 'of pores ex 
tending therethrough throughout the surface area thereof, 
said mantle being of rigid material and provided with 
luminescent material for becoming incandescent when 
heated and maintaining its shape and con?guration, said 
stem having air inlet apertures therein adjacent the mantle 
for introducing combustion supporting air into the com 
bustible mixture. 

2. A device for converting a camp stove to a camp light 
comprising an adapter plate adapted to be mounted on a 
burner unit in lieu of the burner head, a tubular stem 
attached to the adapter plate, and a generally spherical 
porous mantle on the end of the stem and being rigid 
therewith with the mantle having a plurality of pores ex 
tending therethrough throughout the surface area thereof, 
said mantle being of rigid material and provided with lu 
minescent material for becoming incandescent when 
heated and maintaining its shape and con?guration, said 
stem having air inlet apertures therein adjacent the mantle 
for introducing combustion supporting air into the com 
bustible mixture, the pores in the mantle being in the 
form of apertures extending therethrough and having di 
mensional characteristics that will prevent back-?ashing 
therethrough thereby enabling the combustible mixture 
to pass to the external surface of the mantle at a rela 
tively low velocity for burning on the surface of the 
mantle for e?iciently heating the surface thereof. 

3. The structure as de?ned in claim 2 wherein the 
mantle is constructed of ceramic material with the aper 
tures therein being of the order of .035 inch in diameter 
and being orientated with a density of approximately 225 
per square inch of surface area. 
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